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Question: 1 

Which of the following is a benefit of integrating IBM Engineering
Requirements Management - DOORS Next v7.x with a test management tool?

A. Improved traceability between requirements and test cases
B. Enhanced version control for requirements
C. Streamlined collaboration on requirements
D. Automated generation of requirements documentation

Answer: A

Explanation: Integrating DOORS Next v7.x with a test management tool helps
establish improved traceability between requirements and test cases. It allows
you to link requirements to specific test cases, ensuring that all requirements
are adequately tested and providing a comprehensive view of the coverage
between requirements and test artifacts.

Question: 2 

In DOORS Next v7.x, what is the primary purpose of generating requirement
reports?

A. To communicate requirements to stakeholders
B. To automatically validate requirements against predefined criteria
C. To enforce version control for requirements
D. To facilitate collaboration among requirements analysts

Answer: A

Explanation: Generating requirement reports in DOORS Next v7.x serves the
primary purpose of communicating requirements to stakeholders. Reports
provide a structured and organized viewof the requirements, making it easier



for stakeholders to understand and provide feedback. They can be customized
to include relevant information, such as requirement details, traceability, and
status, based on stakeholders' specific needs.

Question: 3 

In DOORS Next v7.x, what is the purpose of capturing relationships between
requirements?

A. To establish a hierarchy of requirements
B. To track changes made to requirements
C. To identify dependencies between requirements
D. To generate automated test scripts

Answer: C

Explanation: Capturing relationships between requirements in DOORS Next
v7.x allows you to establish and visualize dependencies between requirements.
This helps in understanding the impact of changes made to one requirement on
other related requirements and ensures consistency and traceability throughout
the requirements management process.

Question: 4 

Which of the following integrations is supported by IBM Engineering
Requirements Management - DOORS Next v7.x?

A. Microsoft Excel
B. Adobe Photoshop
C. Salesforce CRM
D. Oracle Database

Answer: A



Explanation: DOORS Next v7.x supports integration with Microsoft Excel,
allowing you to import and export requirements data between DOORS Next
and Excel spreadsheets. This integration facilitates data exchange and
collaboration with stakeholders who prefer to work with Excel for certain tasks.

Question: 5 

Which of the following analysis techniques can be used in DOORS Next v7.x
to identify missing or inconsistent requirements?

A. Gap Analysis
B. Risk Analysis
C. Impact Analysis
D. Cost-Benefit Analysis

Answer: A

Explanation: Gap analysis in DOORS Next v7.x is a technique used to identify
missing or inconsistent requirements by comparing the existing set of
requirements against a predefined set of criteria or standards. It helps in
identifying gaps or discrepancies between the desired state and the current state
of requirements.

Question: 6 

Which of the following collaboration features in IBM Engineering
Requirements Management - DOORS Next v7.x allows multiple stakeholders
to review and provide feedback on requirements?

A. Change Management
B. Review Workflow
C. Version Control



D. Traceability Matrix

Answer: B

Explanation: The Review Workflow feature in DOORS Next v7.x enables
multiple stakeholders to collaborate on requirements by providing feedback,
suggesting changes, and approving or rejecting requirements. It streamlines the
review process and ensures that all stakeholders have a chance to contribute
their input.

Question: 7 

In DOORS Next v7.x, what is the purpose of requirements reuse?

A. To reduce the effort and time required to gather requirements
B. To eliminate the need for requirements documentation
C. To increase the complexity of the requirements management process
D. To improve collaboration among stakeholders

Answer: A

Explanation: Requirements reuse in DOORS Next v7.x involves reusing
existing requirements or requirement components to reduce the effort and time
required to gather new requirements. It allows you to leverage previously
defined and validated requirements, saving resources and promoting
consistency across projects.

Question: 8 

Which of the following techniques is used to gather requirements by directly
observing users in their working environment?

A. Interviews



B. Surveys
C. Job Shadowing
D. Brainstorming

Answer: C

Explanation: Job shadowing involves observing users in their working
environment to gain a deeper understanding of their requirements, workflows,
and challenges. It allows requirements analysts to directly observe how users
perform their tasks and identify their needs and pain points.

Question: 9 

Which of the following options best describes the purpose of a requirements
traceability matrix?

A. To identify potential risks associated with requirements
B. To track changes made to requirements over time
C. To establish relationships between requirements
D. To provide a visual representation of requirement dependencies

Answer: C

Explanation: A requirements traceability matrix in DOORS Next v7.x is used
to establish and visualize relationships between requirements. It helps in
understanding the dependencies and associations between different
requirements, enabling effective impact analysis and ensuring comprehensive
coverage of requirements throughout the development lifecycle.
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